Stemme AG: Just Add Air

& Have Fun!
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or most pilots, and even for non-pilots, Stemme is
legendary when it comes to innovative technology in
aviation. Stemme aircraft not only belongs to a world
of motor-gliders, where it represents the pinnacle of this
particular aircraft breed, but the German manufacturer has
also managed to literally re-invent this category. Stemme
aircraft reach standards that are usually out of reach for
other, similar manufacturers, and their flight capabilities
surprise even experienced airmen.
In the past, Stemme has aimed - with its S6, S10 and its
last-comer S12 aircraft - at sophisticated individuals with
a distinct feel for style, quality, and a demand for unobstructed freedom. But meanwhile, another component
has been added. Stemme still allows to dive into the blue
sky respecting nature and using natural resources such
as wind and thermals, but recently - as the result of the
restructuring process - Stemme has added the Ecarys utility business aircraft to their portfolio. Ecarys, the efficient
airborne platform, offers a tough, sturdy, and proven certified aircraft structure for surveillance, reconnaissance,
and scientific use.
For the majority of pilots, even for those who have never
flown a Stemme, the name stands for a quality product
born from a successful marriage between German craftsmanship and advanced technology. The new management
is re-launching the Stemme brand world-wide, with a
new network of sales points, new products, new activities, and with an extended market presence. A few years
ago, the company switched from dealer based sales and
a service network to direct sales and an extended service
network. Besides this, Stemme has added a premium customer experience with its ‘Horizons Tour’ that no other

similar manufacturer offers. Stemme has full coverage
across Europe and Australia, and is building up its U.S.
market. In 2015, Stemme has also introduced new, livery
with more stylish logos in clean white and gray colors.
THE HORIZONS TOUR
With the Horizons tour, where “performance meets
passion”, Stemme offers demanding individuals, with a
sophisticated taste, the opportunity to fly - as a passenger
or as a pilot - on board of S10/S12 motor-gliders. This is an
exclusive flying experience made above the most beautiful
sceneries in Europe and shortly even in the U.S..
I was lucky to find the possibility to follow one part of the
2015 Stemme Horizons tour in South France. All Stemme
Horizons tours offer a daily, striking flight experience to all
participants. In the evening they could relax in romantic
chalets and hotels, enjoying delicious meals accompanied
by selected wines and share and celebrate their impressions. All this in a stone-throw distance. The tour 2015
took the participants from the Europe, the Dominican
Republic, the U.S.A. and Taiwan either four or eight days
through Europe´s most fascinating landscapes. On board of
Stemme S6 and S10 motorgliders, Stemme made dreams
of flying come true for all guests. The airplane crews could
experience the best thermal regions enjoining unique experiences and spectacular views in the South French Alps
starting from Chambéry, and in the Pyrenees from Pau.
Some pilots brought their own aircraft, while others - coming from remote countries - used Stemme demonstrators
for their flights. The participants had different levels of
flight experience, ranging from airline pilots and private
business-jet owners to newcomers to this aviation world.

It was fascinating to experience how fast the non-homogenous group of participants from all around the world found
a common ”aviation” language. This process was driven
by a common passion for flight and by unique insights on
board of those fascinating airplanes. Those with no experience were almost instantaneously infected by the soaring
passion. Usually enough, in everydays life booth partners
don’t share same hobbies, and this might create some tention between partners. Not on a Stemme Horizons Tour;
here the flight interested part takes the airplane and for the
not-so interested partner (usually the female part) Stemme
organizes shopping, wellness, and sightseeing tours. I have
followed several similar tours but I have never found so
much harmony between partners with different interests.
The best compliment for the perfect organization of such a
tour could be a situation I witnessed. After the end of the
booked first tour part, one couple decided spontaneously
to book the second part (canceling a paid vacation elsewhere) and that on the wish of the non-flying partner. All
clear? One warning: If you take such a tour count on being
infected by a flying bacillus, and you will not regret it!
ABOVE IT ALL TOUR
Starting mid-2016, it is possible to book Stemme – ABOVE
IT ALL, a private adventure tour. This year, from August to
September, the Adventure Tours brings the tour participants
to Innsbruck/Austria, Stockholm/Sweden and Rome/Italy.
For two or three days, guests are offered a daily, striking flight
experience, and in the evening they can relax in romantic
chalets and hotels, enjoy delicious meals accompanied by
selected wines, and share and celebrate their impressions.
MOTOR-GLIDERS, WHAT IS THIS?
Motor-gliders are a category of its own in general
aviation. These crossovers merge the brute force of a
combustion engine powered airplane with the elegant –
enviromentally friendly-efficiency of a pure sailplane.
Usually, such hybrids inherit some disadvantages, which
is not true for Stemme aircraft. All of Stemme’s S6 and
S10, and also the brand-new Twin Voyager S12, are truly
two high performance aircraft in one. First, two seater sailplanes are usually – specially if of the hi-efficency breed
- tandem seater, Stemme’s feature side by side seating.
Originally designed in 1984, the German-built Stemme
S10 with its 75ft (23m) wingspan combines a certified,
turbocharged, 115-horsepower Rotax 914F engine with a
50:1 glide ratio sailplane airframe. The successor S6 can
be seen as the “little brother” of the S10. It features, unlike
the S10/S12, a retractable tricycle-gear and a conventional
propeller, while the model S12, introduced in 2016 and
featuring 53:1 efficiency, 82ft (25m) wingspan and an additional baggage compartment, is the best of the best among
motor-gliders. This means that the S12 can glide 5300
yards for every 100 yards of altitude lost in gliding flight
and it can cruise at 140KTS in powered flight. This gives
the Stemme S12 a soaring performance, equal to competition-level sailplanes. The engine is behind the cockpit
and drives the propeller via clutch assembly and a carbon
fiber drive shaft, which inflicts no penalty on the Stemme’s

gliding and soaring performance. The S10/S12 Retrac folding and variable pitch propeller is a true legend; it stows
in a unique sliding nose cone compartment, and the transition to the powered flight takes just five seconds. Even
having huge wingspans Stemme airplanes are easy to hangar as their wings are foldable so the S12 wingspan with
folded wings is just 37ft (11,4m) like any Cessna C 172.
All Stemme aircraft are designed to self-launch, to soar
as a high-performance glider, and to serve as an efficient
touring aircraft certified by the FAA and EASA.
A medical certificate - usually a problem for elderly pilots
in GA - is not as problematic when flying the Stemme motorglider. Because the motor-glider implies a word glider, merely
a private pilot certificate with a glider rating is needed. This
may sway buying decisions for the aging population of pilots
that want to soar and to go places in a single airplane.
Close to 300 of these highly innovative sports aircraft
have already been manufactured. As an established
aviation technology leader, Stemme AG is focused on
high-quality and top-efficient aircraft with core expertise
in design, development, and manufacturing.
Stemme aircraft are unique, luxurious, hi-end motor-gliders - usually faster than thirsty, certified GA aircraft, but
unlike them, Stemme’s can stay in the air for hours without
burning any fuel. This “fine art of flying” is not for free,
but if you want to touch the sky in style, it is worth the
price – as of now, it has been worth it to almost 300 owners
worldwide. When you see a Stemme, you just have to add
air… and you will have fun, granted!
HISTORY
The German aircraft manufacturer Stemme AG - founded
by Dr. Reiner Stemme in 1984 - is today a well established,
successful, mid-sized, certified aircraft design and manufacturing company with all associated approvals. Initially,
Stemme was located in Braunschweig before moving in 1993
to today’s location in Strausberg, close to Berlin. By 1986, the
prototype of the S10 performed its maiden flight, and one
year later it was debuted at the AERO trade show in Germany.
In 1990, type certification was granted and deliveries started.
In the same year, Stemme changed its corporate form to a
joint-stock company. Not only is the S10 built here, but the S6
as well. The S6 had its maiden flight in November 2006 and
received type approval from EASA two years later. In April
2015, Stemme presented the Twin Voyager S12 at the Aero
Friedrichshafen. The S12 is EASA (European Aviation Safety
Agency) certified since March 2016. Currently the EASA type
certification is in the process of being validated by the U.S.
FAA (U.S. Federal Aviation Administration). Management
of the operating business takes place at Strausberg/Germany,
which is now also the main site for engineering and final
assembly of the Stemme aircraft. •
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